The steadily increasing frequency of insulin-dependent diabetes in several countries is best explained today by the decline of infections. Epidemiologic and animal data support this conclusion, which, however, requires confirmation by intervention trials in man. The mechanisms of the protective effect of infections on diabetes onset are diverse including competition for homeostatic factors and stimulation of regulatory T cells and of Toll-like receptors. These considerations might have interesting therapeutic applications for the prevention of the disease.
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C onverging evidence suggests that the frequency of insulin-dependent diabetes (IDDM) is steadily increasing both in industrialized and developing countries (Bach 2002; Okada et al. 2010 ). This long-standing trend started in the 1970s in industrialized countries, and its current persistence is worrisome. It has led to a high incidence of IDDM in certain countries such as Finland, where the disease has indeed become a public health problem. Not only has IDDM incidence increased, but it is also affecting younger and younger children (under 5 and even under 2 yr of age, which had not been previously observed) (Patterson et al. 2009 ).
Several hypotheses have been put forward to explain this increase in frequency. Exposure to diabetes-causing viruses is a theoretical possibility despite the fact that no virus has been formally associated with the etiology of the disease and that it is difficult to see how such a virus could cause a global epidemic instantaneously. Changes in exposure to some environmental or chemical factors are also a potential cause, but this possibility is not a serious contender at the global level (Hettiarachchi et al. 2008) . Variations in vitamin D intake have been suggested on the basis that vitamin D has a preventive effect on the disease in some experimental models (Adorini 2004) . Collecting good epidemiological data on the subject has proven difficult.
In recent years, attention has been mostly focused on the possibility that changes in lifestyle are a major factor in the rise of IDDM frequency, as well as other immune diseases such as autoimmune diseases, allergic diseases (Bach 2002) , and malignant proliferation of certain lymphoid cells (Greaves and Buffler 2009) . Numerous lifestyle elements have changed in the last 20 years, and it is difficult to identify which may be the determinant factor. According to the hygiene hypothesis discussed in this article, the decline in infectious diseases as a result of better hygiene, health, and medical conditions plays a major role.
GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
IDDM frequency varies considerably from one country to another (Fig. 1 ). In Europe, there is a marked North -South gradient that continues into Africa. IDDM occurs with high frequency in the Scandinavian countries, less so in Southern Europe, and is barely present in Africa. Similar data have been collected in North America, from Canada to Mexico.
The fact that such geographical variations have been found in the case of other autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis and inflammatory bowel disease is highly significant. It has also been found for allergic diseases, although the situation is more complex, probably because allergen exposure varies from one country to another. For instance, the frequency of allergic diseases is high in Brazil but is only moderate for autoimmune diseases.
The geographical map of immune disease frequency is the mirror image of that for infectious disease distribution. Tuberculosis and childhood diarrheal diseases are more frequent in the southern countries compared with those of the north (Fig. 2) . In the case of tuberculosis, a negative correlation between the frequency of the disease and IDDM has been directly shown (Airaghi and Tedeschi 2006) .
The variations mentioned above among countries and world regions had also been found in smaller geographical areas. The frequency of IDDM and allergic diseases is different in Finnish and Russian Karelia, two neighboring countries with the same ethnic background separated by only a few dozen kilometers. Finland has a threefold higher diabetes incidence and a fivefold higher allergy incidence (Kondrashova et al. 2005 (Kondrashova et al. , 2007 Laatikainen et al. 2011) . This is explained probably not by a North-South gradient but by a difference in social and economic development.
The variation in disease frequency among various countries suggests first of all the involvement of a genetic factor. In the case of diabetes, HLA susceptibility genes (specifically HLA-DR3) are less frequent in Japan than in Europe, which correlates with a lower IDDM frequency in Japan (Todd et al. 1990) . Similarly, it is interesting to note that the abnormally high frequency of IDDM (and multiple sclerosis) in Sardinia compared with the rest of Italy is in great part due to a genetic factor. This is evidenced by the high frequency of disease among Sardinians living on the continent, in Lazio, where the frequency of the disease is lower (Muntoni et al. 1997) . However, migration studies have shown that genetic differences only partially explain the differences in IDDM incidence among countries. In families that emigrated from countries with low IDDM incidence to a high IDDM country, the frequency of the disease increases sharply in first-generation migrants. This was observed for several migrant populations, in particular, Pakistanis in England (Bodansky et al. 1992; Soderstrom et al. 2011 ). Similar observations were made for multiple sclerosis (Ascherio and Munger 2008) and inflammatory bowel diseases (Cosnes et al. 2011) . Within the United States, moving from Northern to Southern states, and vice versa, has an impact on the frequency of disease onset (Ascherio and Munger 2008) . Although these observations are remarkable, they are only correlations. It is difficult a priori to assert that the increase in IDDM frequency affecting Pakistanis migrating to England is due to the loss of a protective factor present in their home environment or to the presence of an unfavorable factor in their English environment. There are many other lifestyle differences between Pakistan and England, in particular, food, housing conditions, and exposure to different chemical products.
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE SUGGESTING THAT INFECTIONS HAVE A ROLE IN CONTROLLING THE ONSET OF IDDM AND OF AUTOIMMUNE AND ALLERGIC DISEASES IN GENERAL
The most remarkable argument in support of the hygiene hypothesis has been the reverse trend observed between infectious disease incidence and the incidence of autoimmune and allergic diseases described above (Bach 2002; Masoli et al. 2004 ). Other evidence can be found with a more detailed epidemiological analysis.
There exists a negative correlation between hygiene conditions and IDDM incidence. A study in Northern Ireland has shown that the lowest IDDM frequency was found in areas with the poorest hygiene conditions (among which are household crowding and inadequate sanitation) (Patterson et al. 1996) .
It has also been shown that IDDM incidence rate is higher in children who have had the lowest level of exposure to common infectious diseases. This is the case of firstborns because they are exposed much later to infections brought into the home by their siblings. This has been observed for allergic diseases, which have been found to be more frequent in children who attended day care or school at a later age (Strachan 1989) .
These data again show only correlations and are not proof of a causal relation. The nature of the infections most frequently found has not been clearly stated. Studies have reported a major role for common childhood infections, but the role of more severe infectious diseases cannot be ruled out. The question has been raised as to whether vaccinations have had an effect on IDDM frequency. No serious data that supports this notion has been obtained. The data published by the group of Classen suggesting an increased frequency of IDDM after BCG administration are not convincing (Classen and Classen 2003) . As is seen below, in fact, vaccines may have a protective role.
INSIGHTS FROM EXPERIMENTAL MODELS
Experimental models for autoimmune diseases, among which is IDDM, offer the great advantage of allowing deliberate interventions rarely possible in humans. Experiments on non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice and Bio-Breeding (BB) rats are of great importance with regard to the hygiene hypothesis.
NOD mice spontaneously develop diabetes at the age of 2-3 mo, more frequently in females than males. The incidence of the disease and the rapidity of onset mainly depend on the way the animals are reared, in particular, their sanitary conditions. We and others have observed that when sanitary conditions are poor, the frequency of the disease decreases. It is possible to restore a high disease incidence both in females and males by decontamination by Caesarean delivery and raising newborns in isolators (Bach 2002 ). The effect is observed within the first generation. Inversely, it is possible to completely prevent diabetes onset by deliberately infecting mice previously raised in a clean environment with various infective agents such as bacteria (mycobacteria [Sadelain et al. 1990 ], viruses (murine hepatitis virus [Wilberz et al. 1991] , lactate dehydrogenase virus [Takei et al. 1992 ], etc.), and parasites ( pinworms [J-F Bach and L Chatenoud, unpubl.], schistosomes [Zaccone et al. 2009 ], etc.). Interestingly, the protective effect is clearer for long-term infections. Acute infection by the Nippostrongylus brasiliensis parasite, which induces a strong but transient TH2 reaction with a high percentage of eosinophils, does not confer protection (J-F Bach and L Chatenoud, unpubl.). Breeding BB rats in a germfree facility also increases diabetes frequency, whereas the disease is prevented by various infections.
Similar data have been reported with other experimental models for autoimmune and allergic diseases. A Plasmodium infection completely prevents the development of systemic lupus erythematosus in F 1 mice (NZB Â NZW) (Greenwood et al. 1970) . In spite of the explanations put forward (e.g., difference between spontaneous and induced models, complications associated with the use of transgenic mice with totally or partially deficient immunoregulation), the consistency of the data obtained with the induced models is not as good as in the case of spontaneous diabetes.
PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE FROM HUMAN THERAPEUTIC TRIALS
The best way to show a causal relationship between decreased infection and increased diabetes frequency, and more generally autoimmune and allergic disease frequencies, is to prove that a deliberate and well-characterized suppression of infections triggers a rise in autoimmunity or allergy. To date, no results are available for IDDM. Convincing evidence was collected in the case of atopic diseases. Helminthiases treatment in randomized therapeutic trials performed in countries of high incidence of these parasitic diseases has shown that the disappearance of the parasites is linked to an increase in atopic diseases (Lynch et al. 1993) . A similar observation has been made in Southern Africa with respect to vaccination against Streptococcus pneumoniae, a pathogenic bacterium widely present in these countries (Klugman et al. 2003) .
Inversely, the question may be asked as to whether infections can suppress the onset of certain autoimmune or allergic diseases in humans. Some patchy data exist to support this. The infection of newborns and their mothers by non-pathogenic lactobacilli ( probiotics) prevents the onset of atopic dermatitis (Kalliomaki et al. 2001 (Kalliomaki et al. , 2003 and even induces the regression of an already established disease (Rosenfeldt et al. 2003) . Although these therapeutic trials are still challenged (Taylor et al. 2007; Kopp et al. 2008) , their converging results are intriguing. In this context, there are also the observations made in Argentina on multiple sclerosis patients that spontaneous infection by parasites slows the progression of the disease (Correale and Farez 2011) . These results encouraged some investigators to deliberately infect some of their patients with a non-pathogenic parasite (Summers et al. 2005; Reddy and Fried 2009) .
Concerning IDDM, trials involving treatment by BCG vaccination in the United States (Allen et al. 1999) and Israel (Shehadeh et al. 1994 ) and Q-fever vaccine in Australia (Silva et al. 2003) should be mentioned. No significant effect was observed, but the duration of the immune stimulation may have been too short to observe any effect on a chronic disease such as IDDM, as in the case of the N. brasiliensis treatment mentioned above. Additionally, these treatments were probably applied too late in the natural history of the disease (i.e., at the time of established hyperglycemia), later than what was performed successfully in NOD mice. We discuss this approach below, emphasizing that proof of concept that these approaches can lead to the development of therapeutic strategies should be collected using extracts of infectious agents or, better, specific chemical products, rather than live infectious agents even though they are considered nonpathogenic.
MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE HYGIENE HYPOTHESIS
Studying the mechanisms by which the increase in autoimmune and allergic diseases is affected by a decrease in infections means essentially studying how infections provide a protective mechanism against such diseases.
Identification of Infectious Agents and Their Protective Constituents
Identification of relevant infectious agents is difficult and, to date, without a definitive answer. Most likely, a high number of pathogenic and non-pathogenic infectious agents can provide protection against autoimmune and allergic diseases. As mentioned above, common as well as severe infectious diseases can have this protective effect. Epidemiological data to identify with any certainty the respective roles of severe and chronic infections are not available. All that is known is that the earlier in a subject's life the infections occur, the more protective they are (Krämer et al. 1999; McLeod et al. 2011 ). Studies of migrants have shown that the loss of the protective effect of infectious agents observed in families displaced from a country of low incidence to a country of high incidence of autoimmune and allergic diseases was no longer observed in subjects who were older than 8-10 yr at the time of migration. Similarly in mice, the protective effect of various infectious agents against diabetes is only observed when the animals are infected at a relatively young age. Diabetes is a chronic disease that develops over several months in mice and several years in humans, and, obviously, the preventive role of infections is expressed only during the early stages of immune events, that is to say, quite a long time before the clinical appearance of the disease.
Another question is that of the role of gut bacteria. A particularly important role is currently given to the microbiota in the control of autoimmune diseases (Round and Mazmanian 2009; Chervonsky 2010) . It would be interesting to know whether commensal germs have a protective role and how changes in the composition of the gut flora influence the onset of autoimmune and allergic diseases. This question is a matter of intensive research today. In NOD mice, recent results indicate that diabetes frequency can be decreased using lactobacilli initially derived from the gut (Calcinaro et al. 2005; Aumeunier et al. 2010) . Similarly, Dan Litman's group has shown that a single commensal bacteria, segmented filamentous bacteria (SFB), is sufficient to drive the appearance of CD4 þ T helper cells that produce interleukin (IL)-17 and IL-22 (TH17 cells) in the lamina propria, thereby influencing the microbiota equilibrium (Ivanov et al. 2009 ). Interestingly, recent data suggest that in some colonies, protection from autoimmune diabetes in NOD females segregates with SFB (Kriegel et al. 2011 ). More robust evidence was obtained in inflammatory bowel disease: The composition of the intestinal flora of patients suffering from Crohn's disease is abnormal, lacking Faecalibacterium prausnitzii bacteria (Sokol et al. 2008) . The latter were shown to prevent the occurrence of experimentally induced inflammatory colitis in mice (Sokol et al. 2008) . In any case, a microbiota effect alone cannot explain the protective action of infectious agents. Reference should be made here to the numerous data mentioned above showing that NOD mice are protected against diabetes by many pathogens that are not associated with the gut.
Role of Anti-Infectious Immune Responses on Lymphocyte Homeostasis and Immunoregulation
Pathogen-induced immune responses are usually intensive and involve a wide diversity of pathways. The antigens carried by the infectious agents are strong, inducing both humoral and cellular TH1, TH2, and TH17 responses. It is easy to understand how such responses can compete with autoimmune and allergic responses elicited, respectively, by self-antigens and allergens, which are for the greater part weak antigens.
The phenomenon of antigen competition was observed long ago (Okada et al. 2010 ), but its underlying mechanisms have not yet been clearly identified. The involvement of antigen-presenting cells was mentioned several years ago, in particular, in the binding of antigenic peptides to major histocompatibility complex molecules.
In recent years, attention has been focused on the effect of homeostatic factors. It is known that lymphocyte proliferation and differentiation are stimulated by various homeostatic factors including recognition of complexes formed by self-peptides and major histocompatibility complex molecules and several cytokines, primarily IL-7 and IL-2. A hypothesis was suggested that immune responses elicited by the strong antigens carried by infectious agents compete for consumption of homeostatic factors with the immune responses elicited by weak antigens, such as self-antigens and allergens (Bach 2002 ). This hypothesis is strong, although as yet there is little experimental evidence to support it. The work of Sarvetnik's group on IDDM and NOD mice is noteworthy in this context. It was suggested in this work that NOD mice are lymphopenic and harbor among residual T cells rapidly dividing lymphocytes giving rise to diabetogenic effector cells under the influence of homeostatic factors such as IL-21 and that complete Freund's adjuvant induces lymphocytosis competing for homeostatic factors (King et al. 2004) .
Bystander suppression should also be mentioned. It is a phenomenon by which regulatory cells induced by a given antigen extend their suppression potential to immune responses against antigens distinct from the ones that induced them (Miller et al. 1991) . It is not yet clear which, among the various regulatory Tcells, are the ones involved in bystander suppression. The phenomenon is well documented for IL-10-and TGF-b-producing cells (Bach 2003) . The question is still unresolved for other types of adaptive regulatory T cells and more so for the CD25 þ FOXP3 þ natural regulatory T cells.
We have performed several studies on NOD mice using as a substitute infection a polyvalent bacterial extract previously shown to prevent the onset of diabetes (Alyanakian et al. 2006) . Results showed that its protective effect was abolished by the administration of anti-TGF-b antibodies but not by the administration of antibodies against the interleukin-10 receptor. We have also shown that the protective effect of the bacterial extract was no longer observed in NOD CD28
2/2 mice deficient in CD25 Bach and L Chatenoud, unpubl.) . Taken together, these results suggest a role for TGFb-dependent regulatory T cells and natural regulatory cells in the protective effect of infections against diabetes. Experiments performed with CD1d 2/2 mice deficient in NKT cells also indicate a certain involvement of NKT cells in the protection phenomenon (Alyanakian et al. 2006) .
Stimulatory Role of Toll-Like Receptors
Converging evidence indicates a central role for Toll-like receptors (TLR) in the induction of immune responses. Their involvement is dispensable as shown by the fact that immune competence was maintained in double-mutant mice deficient in Myd88 and TRIFF pathways (Gavin et al. 2006) . The question asked is whether the absence of TLR function, following knockout of TLR genes or their adaptor molecules, had a preventive effect on autoimmune and allergic diseases. In the case of diabetes, knockout of the Myd88 gene when mice were raised in axenic conditions did not modify the incidence of the disease (Wen et al. 2008 ).
Conversely, in Specific Pathogen Free animals, diabetes did not develop in Myd88
2/2 mice, a fact probably explained by the development of infections linked to the immune deficiency created by the Myd88 gene invalidation (Wen et al. 2008; Aumeunier et al. 2010) .
In contrast, and more unexpectedly, the administration of various TLR agonists to NOD mice before they were 6 wk old completely prevented diabetes onset (Quintana et al. 2000; Aumeunier et al. 2010 ). This prevention, observed for TLR2, TLR3, TLR4, TLR7, and TLR9 agonists, was also reported in the case of ovalbumin-induced allergic asthma (Aumeunier et al. 2010) . Recent results indicate that the suppression is due to yet unclear mechanisms involving the induction of immunoregulatory cytokines such as TGF-b and IL-10, NKT cell induction in the case of TLR3 agonists, and CD25
þ FOXP3 þ natural regulatory T cells in the case of TLR4 agonists (Aumeunier et al. 2010 ).
Other Mechanisms
The mechanisms mentioned above are probably not exclusive. Other phenomena linked to innate immunity may be involved, as suggested by the immunosuppressive activity observed in some parasitic diseases. Certain components of infectious agents that nonspecifically (independent of immunogenicity) stimulate various cells of the lymphoid system could be involved. An illustration of this type of mechanism is given by the stimulation elicited by the TIM-1 protein, a receptor for the hepatitis A virus expressed on the surface of TH2 cells (McIntire et al. 2003) . Recently, it has been shown that patients expressing the long form of the TIM-1 receptor (compared with those expressing the short form) had a lower frequency of atopic diseases and a higher susceptibility toward severe forms of hepatitis A (Chatenoud and Bach 2011; Kim et al. 2011) . The hepatitis A virus receptors of these patients have a stronger affinity for the virus, which explains both the greater severity of the hepatitis and the better protection against secondary atopic diseases once hepatitis develops.
To date, no such data exist for type 1 diabetes, but this possibility should be kept in mind given the great similarity of the protective effect provided by infections against type 1 diabetes and allergic diseases.
CONCLUSION AND THERAPEUTIC PERSPECTIVES
Although a definitive proof has not yet been obtained, it is highly likely that the decline of infections is one of the major explanations for the increased frequency of IDDM in developed countries. This does not exclude the involvement of other factors, although no robust data have yet been collected. The most frequently involved infections still remain to be identified as well as the epidemiological characteristics of the protective effect during the natural course of the disease.
Such considerations are relevant not only at the epidemiological level but also at the fundamental level with regard to the pathophysiology of the disease. They can also open new therapeutic perspectives. The administration of live infectious agents is a possibility, especially in the case of probiotics, but its effectiveness is still unclear. The administration of pathogenic infectious agents or agents suspected of developing into pathogens is harder to imagine. The best solution would be to administer bacterial extracts, or better, well-characterized chemical compounds proven effective in experimental models. Bacterial extracts such as the one we have used in NOD mice (Alyanakian et al. 2006) have the advantage that their safety has been shown on hundreds of thousands of children and adult subjects (Schaad et al. 2002; Steurer-Stey et al. 2007 ). Their disadvantage is that they are not sufficiently standardized. Wellcharacterized chemical compounds, and foremost TLR agonists, would be preferable because they can be developed like any other drug, but they would probably need to be administered at relatively high doses, which might pose safety issues. Insofar as this treatment would be applied as a preventive measure to healthy subjects, mostly children, any risk, even small, is unacceptable.
